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1 
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g with function held 
J?(X) and let 
L=D’+AD+B (1.1) 
be a second order linear differential operator on X: D is a non-trivial 
derivation of A(X)/@ and A, B E A(X). We assume the singularities of L 
on X to be all regular and denote by S a finite subset of X containing all 
of them. Let X’ denote the punctured Riemann surface X\ S and let x0 E X’ 
be an ordinary point of L. Analytic continuation along closed paths of a 
ratio z of independent solutions of L at x0 yields a (class of) representa- 
tion(s) of the fundamental group x1(X’, x0) in the projective linear group 
PGL(2, C), which we call the projective monodromy representation pL of L. 
We may regard pL as a (conjugacy class of) group homomorphism(s) 
pr: x1(X’, x0) + PGL(2, a=) (1.2) 
or, via the natural identification, valid for any group G [S, Lemma 271 
Hom(n,(X’, x,), G)/GrH’(X’, G), (1.3) 
as a cohomology class 
pL E H’(X’, PGL(2, a=)). (1.4) 
In this paper we consider two differential operators L and L’ on X of the 
form (1.1) with singularities in S and assume that 
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(1.5) 
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We deduce from (1.5) a relation (Theorem 4.1) between the exponents of 
L and L’, which is useful to prove uniqueness of L in certain cases (see 
examples in Section 5). This result generalizes a theorem of Appell and 
Goursat [ 1, Vol. II, p. 3111; see also [S, Chap. 9; 4, I.51 which applies 
when g > 1 and at every point of X a ratio of independent solutions of ( 1.1) 
is locally a projective coordinate. In the special case of operators admitting 
a locally meromorphic ratio of independent solutions at every point, our 
result specializes to Theorem 15 of [7]. 
We use here the methods and the notation of Gunning’s book [S]. We 
rephrase the previous question according to the following considerations. 
The operator (1.1) determines a projective structure on x’, i.e., ([S, 
Chap. 91 or [4, 1.51) an equivalence class of coordinate covering(s) 
Y’= {(U,, z,), a E A’} of X’ with transition functions qaBg PGL(2, C), 
z, = qag(zg) on U, n U, # @: we take z, = a ratio of independent 
holomorphic solutions of L on a simply connected domain U, c x’. The 
transition functions qaB determine a 1-cocycle (cpEs) EZ’( { U,}, PGL(2, Cc)) 
which evidently represents (1.4). The projective structures on X’ c X 
obtained from an L as in (1.1) will be called projective structures on X with 
regular singularities (r.s.) along S. For two functionsf, z meromorphic in an 
open subset of X we define [4, 1.5.9.21 
f'f"' f" 2 -- - 
( > e,(f)= 6 (f')22 9 (1.6) 
where f' = df/dz, f" = . . . . 
In terms of an arbitrary coordinate covering %!’ = {(U,, xJ, CI E A’} of 
X’, the previous projective structure on X’ may be described by a projective 
connection on x’, i.e., a collection q = (w,),,~, of quadratic differentials 
%E4U,, (Q’P)‘) (1.7.1) 
such that on U, n U, (#a) 
up-w, = O,,(x,) dx8”“. (1.7.2) 
The correspondence between projective structures and projective connec- 
tions on X’ is given by the position 
co, = tlx,(z,) dxp2 (1.8) 
for a E A’. Let now Y denote the divisor 
Jfp=CS (1.9) 
SES 
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and let 52i ( - 9”) denote the sheaf of meromorphic differentials on X having 
at most simple poles at the points of S. Let @ = {(U,,, x,), a E A } be a 
coordinate covering of X; a projective connection on X with r.s. along S, in 
terms of %, is a collection of quadratic differentials (w,),,~ such that for 
a,bEA, U,nU,#Izl 
w,Er(U,, (Q1(-mP2) (1.10.1) 
and 
cob-w, = C&(x,) dxp* on U,nU,. (1.10.2) 
If we fix a coordinate covering %! = { ( U,, x,), a E A} = W u 
{(Us,xs),s~S), where a’= {(U,, xcr), c( E A’) is a coordinate covering of 
X’ and s E U, t/s E S and if we also assume (with no restriction) that each 
U, is a simply connected domain of X, we again obtain a one to one 
correspondence between projective structures on X with r.s. along S and 
projective connections on X with r.s. along S, in terms of %!. Again, the 
correspondence is given by (1.8) for c1 E A’ (i.e., on X’). Starting from L, we 
may write, on U, 
L = C,((d/dx,)* + A.(d/dx,) + B,} (1.11) 
with A,, B,, C, E J%‘( U,), and the corresponding projective connection (in 
terms of Q = {(U,, x,), a E A )) takes the form [9, Chap. V, Sect. 203 
w, = cp, dx,B* 
3q1, = B, - (1/2)(dA,/dx,) - (1/4)A;. 
(1.12) 
As we noticed before, the cohomology class POE H’(X’, PGL(2, C)) only 
depends upon the projective connection with r.s. on X, o = (o~)~~~ (in fact 
only depends upon the projective connection on X’, q = (o,),,~,): we call 
it the cohomology class of o (or of q). 
It is apparent that the role of the coordinate covering % of X chosen, is 
simply auxiliary: one could model an intrinsic treatment on Deligne’s 
account [4 1.51. We will therefore start the exposition of our results in the 
next section, by fixing an especially convenient coordinate covering % of X 
and two projective connections o, IX’ on X with r.s. along S, expressed in 
terms of %, with the same cohomology class pa= p,.~ H’(X\S, 
PGL(2, C)). The final result, Theorem 4.1, will again expressed in terms of 
differential operators (1.1) on X. 
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2 
Let X, g, S, X’ be as in the previous section. We fix a coordinate 
covering 
42={(U,,x,),aEA=A’uS} (2-l) 
of X with the following properties: 
A is finite and every simplex of the nerve of { U,},, A has 
connected and simply connected support; (2.1.1 
9’ = {(U,, x,), c( E A’} is a coordinate covering of x’; (2.1.2 
SE us, x,(s) = 0, U,, n U,, = 121 for all s, sI, s2 E S, with 
$1 zs2; (2.1.3 ) 
for all s in S, ii, = Us\ {s} = U U,, where the union runs 
over the UN’s, a E A’, such that U, t 17,; we insist that 
x,=x s, “, for those a’s; (2.1.4) 
for all s in S, the coordinate x, takes U, to the unit disk 
D in @ and every U, c U,, a E A’, to a sector (2.15) 
S, = { peit 1 0 -c p -c 1, t, < t < t2}. (2.1.5.1) 
We assume to have circularly ordered the rx E A’ with U, c U, as 
(a,, al, . . . . a,- 1) and that each sector S,, only intersects its immediate 
predecessor and successor. We also assume that this ordering agrees with 
the one of increasing values of 9 for rays departing from 0 E @. 
Let o=(o~)~~~ and u’=(@)~~~ be two projective connections on X 
with t-s. along S (see (1.10.1,2)). We assume that w and o’ determined the 
same cohomology class p E H’(X’, PGL(2, C)). We recall that p may be 
represented by a 1-cocycle (P~~)EZ~((U~}~~~~, PGL(2, C)) with the 
following property (for a, p E A’, U, n U, # 0): 
There exist solutions z, E A( U,) (resp. w, E A( U,)) of (2.2) 
flJZ) dxF* = w, resp. OJZ) dxF* = wh) (2.2.1) 
in the unknown function Z, such that 
z, = P&s) (rw. w, = Pan). (2.2.2) 
For a E A we write w, = cpa dxF2 (resp. ob = II/, dx:‘); then z, (resp. w,), 
for a E A’, is a ratio of two independent analytic solutions yIa,y2a (resp. tla, 
t2=) in O(U,) of the differential operator 
(d/dx,)* + 3cp, = L, (resp.(d/dx,)2 + 31//, = L&). (2.3) 
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Weassumetohavechosen?;,=(:.::)(resp.i,=i:::))insuchawaythat 
YlJY2, = zt?, Iye dy&*l = 1 
(m-p. tlcrlt2ar = w,, If, dt,ldx,l = 1). 
(2.4) 
Let (k)= (d~~ldx,)EZl(~U~}~~~, Co*) be a 1-cocycle representing the 
canonical class KE H’(X, f!I*), and let 1~ H’(X, O*) be such that A2 = rc. 
We may assume that d is represented by a l-cocycle (&,) E 
-wvL4~ (JO*), with Ai, = K,~ for a, b E A and U, n Uh # 0. 
It is known [S, Chap. 9, Lemma 281 that 
(2.5) 
for a, p E A’, U, n U, # 0, with Tap, S,, E SL(2, C) matrices with same 
image pEg E PGL(2, C). 
We therefore have 
S,, = ( - 1 )“,fl Tmp (2.6.1) 
(%g)E mwh4’~ wa. (2.6.2) 
Let’s put Y, = (y,_t,) E M2x2(O(Ua)), for a EA’; if a, BE. A’ and 
U, n U, # 0, we have 
(2.7) 
1 Y,l = K,>‘( - l)“rfi I Y,l (2.8) 
( Y,l2 = K-2-, ( Y,12. (2.9) 
LetsbeapointinS;ifU,, UBcUs,a,p~A’,and U,nUg#(21,wehave 
K aS = 1 by (2.1.4) and, by (2.9), there exists a function g,E Lo( 0,) such that 
g,, u, = 1 Y,l 2 whenever a E A’, U, c Us. But the function g,, for any s E S, 
has moderate growth in s (I g,l = 0(1x,( -“‘), some IV> 0), since the same is 
true for the functions y, (resp. tia), i = 1,2, which are solutions in the 
sector U, c U, of the differential operator with a regular singularity in s: 
L, = (d/dx,)2 + 3q, (resp. L: = (d/dx,)2 + 3+,). (2.10) 
We conclude that g,E A(U,) n O(Us) and therefore that there exists a 
meromorphic section g = (g,), E A of the line bundle K-~ on X such that 
g, = I Y,l 2, if a E A’. Since the Chern class of K-~ has the value 4 - 4g, we 
conclude 
c ord, g = 4 - 4g. (2.11) 
PEX 
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3 
To make use of formula (2.11) we must bound ord, g from below, for 
sES. Let 
I$!% (resp,!$!5) (3.1) 
be the exponents in x, = 0 of the operator (2.10). Let’s fix s E S and drop 
the index s all over: 
n-1 
us = u, 0, = o= IJ U,(, 
i=O 
Ti= Tcz,+p,v si = scz8+ pi9 i=o, . ..) n- 1, (&=a,), 
T=T,-,T,-,...T,T,, S=S,-,S,-2.~~S1So, 
Ps = P? p: = p’. 
Let x0 be a point in U,, and let (n,Z,) 3 (0, x0) the universal covering of 
(i’, x0). The chain of open sets (U=,,, U,, , . . . . U,“- ,, U,) determines a gener- 
ator (r of z,(fi, x0) E Z; we may canonically identify rcl(o, x0) with the 
group Cov((U, 3?“) 3 (0, x0)} of the covering transformations of 
(&no) < (i’, x0). Therefore rcl( ii, x0) operates on cO( 8) via the position 
f”(x) =f(a(x)), for fe O(a), x E 0, and a E nI( c, x0). The matrix T (resp. 
S) determines a representation 
PT: ffl(C x0) -+ SW, @) 
U-+T 
(resp. ps : TV -+ S). 
(3.2) 
We choose an analytic branch in x0 of the function log x and take 
xa = exp(a log x) for any a E @: this choice determines, via the isomorphism 
0 U,XOr QjzO, global functions log x, xa, a E @, on U. We put 8, = con- 
nected component of X-‘( U,) containing Z-,, for f E O( 6) we define 
f,LJ,=~*f;~&vJ,,)~ 
where 7c*: 8( Do) + 0( U,,) denotes the canonical isomorphism. 
We recall that, by (2.6.1, 2) 
(3.3) 
S=(-l)‘T, EE (0, l}, S, TESL(~, C). (3.4) 
We must distinguish two cases: 
505/80/2-12 
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Case I. T is semisimple. 
Case II. T-(-l)” (A y), UE (0, l}. (- d enotes similarity of matrices.) 
Case I. There is a column j (resp. j) of the solution of 
L = (d/dx)2 + 3cp (resp. L’ = (d/dx)* + 2$) (3.5) 
(we dropped the index s in (2.10)) in 0( 0) of the form 
p= (3.6) 
where u, u E cO( U), u(0) # 0 # u(0) (resp. r, s E O(U), r(0) # 0 #s(O)) and 
If df/dxI = 1 
Put e( - ) = exp(2rri( - )) and 
(resp. li d?/dx 1 = 1) 
A= 
We have 
Because 
A-(-1)&A’ (3.10) 
we may choose the sign in +p (resp. -bp’) in such a way that 
e((p - P’W) = ( - 1)“; 
we will assume (3.11). In particular 
,u-$EZ. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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If p = $ it is also possible to insist that 
(3.13) 
Therefore 
ord,,lj jl=l-(cl--$)/2I+e, (3.14) 
where e = 0 if ,U # $ while e 2 0 if ,u = $ (in fact e > 1 if we impose (3.13), 
as we do now to fix ideas). (This improved estimate will however be lost 
in the sequel.) 
Case II. Here p, $ E H and we will assume 
p, p’ 2 0. (3.15) 
A column solution of (3.5) has the form 
j= 
x(1 +iN2u(x) 
x(l - fl)‘%(x) + x(’ + wd(x) log x 
/ -7sp. I= 
x(’ +P’q.(x) 
(3.16) 
x(1 -P’v*s(x) + x(l +dY*r(x) log x 
> 
’ 
with U, u E O( U), u(0). u(0) = -(l/p) if p # 0 while u(0) = 1 and o(O) = 0 if 
p = 0 (resp. r, s E Lo(U), r(0) . s(0) = -(l/p’) if $ # 0 while r(0) = 1 and s(0) 
if p’ = 0); (3.7) is then verified. 
We have 
j”=(-1)” l O 2, 
( > 2ni 1 
(-l)“=e(q) 
(3.17) 
EO=(-l)q+& 2j7i ; 2, 
( > 
(-l)“=e 9. 
( ) 
We compute 
ordo Ij II = 1 - lb - PWI + e, (3.18) 
where e=O if p#f’ and eEZ, ea0 if p=p’; if p=$=O we have in fact 
e> 1. 
In both Cases I and II we put (see (2.4), (3.3), (3.6), (3.16)) 
Y”Yw 10 = Lo 
BI 
(3.19.1) 
po=j,u,= - ( > Y2 ~o==o=&/ = 
iI 
10 0 i2 ’ 
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We have 
yo = Gjo 
fo = Hjo 
with G, HE SL(2, UZ). 
Case I. We have 
T=GAG-’ 
S=HA’H-l=(-l)~T 
and therefore (see (3.8), (3.11)) 
GAG-‘=(-l)“e((p-p’)/2)HAHP’=HAH 
If we put K = H-‘G, from 
KAK-‘=A 
we deduce, for A # &Z, that 
K=P O 
( > 
o B-’ 3 Be@*, 
so that 
pEa=*. 
Therefore, in M&0( U,,)) 
and 
lye fol = 1;: a!3T21. 
If j?’ # 1, condition (3.13) is then verified. 
We conclude in Case I: 
-1 
(3.19.2) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
LEMMA 3.27. Let SE S be a singular point of L, or L: where the local 
monodromy transformation is semisimple and let fpc, (resp. *pi) be the 
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exponent difference in s of L, (resp. L:). We may assume pL, - P:E Z. Zf 
pL,, 4# (WV we have 
ord, g, = 2 - Ips - piI + 2e, 
where e=O if pL,#pL andeEiT, e>O $,a,=&. 
Zf pS, p: E (1/2)E we can only say 
or4 g,> 2 - MaxtIps -Al, (IP~+cL:I)). 
Case II. We have here 
so that 
~~~~~ i) H-~=G(~‘,~ y) G-1 
and, for K = H-‘G we obtain 
Therefore 
CEC 
and, in Md@(U,)) 
By taking determinants 
I_yo _t,l = f Ijo &I k 45 6 
= *Ijo &I +cx(‘+(~+~“)~~~~(x)u(x). 
From (3.18) we deduce 
ordo lye &I = I- lb - PWI + e, 
where e=O if p#p’ and eEE, ea0 if p=p’. 
We conclude: 
(3.27.1) 
(3.27.2) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
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LEMMA 3.35. Let SE S he a logarithmic singularity of L, (and L:) and 
let pu, > 0 (resp. pi 3 0) he the exponent difference in s of L, (resp. L.:). We 
have 
or4 g, = 2 - IP, - 14 + k (3.351) 
where eEZ, e>O. We have e=O ifp,#p~. 
4 
From formula (2.11) and Lemmas (3.27), (3.35), we conclude: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L, L’ be two linear differential operators of second 
order with regular singularities on a compact Riemann surface X of genus g. 
Let SC X be a finite subset of X containing at least all the non-apparent 
singularities of L and L’. Assume that L and L’ determine the same projective 
monodromy representation of the fundamental group of X’ = X\S in 
PGL(2, C). For PE X let +up (resp. f uL)p) be the exponent difference of L 
(resp. L’) in P. If fpr (and therefore also &,uLIp) is in (l/2)2 choose signs 
so that ,ur, u’p > 0. If kpLp 4 (l/2)2, choose signs so that ,up - u> E Z (which 
is in fact possible). 
Put 
X,,,* = (P E X 1 P is a logarithmic singularity of L (and L’)} 
X,l,={P~XI~p(and~~)~(1/2)~,butP~X~oB) (4.1.2) 
xix= {PEX I pp (and&)4 (W)zl. 
We have 
pEx;“x,o$ (2- IPLP-&I)+ 1 (2- IPLp+Plpl)G4-% (4.1.3) 
PE x1,2 
5. EXAMPLES 
5.1 (Appell-Goursat [ 1, Vol. II, p. 3 11 I). Suppose g 2 2, pp = & = 1 
for all PE X; then L = L’. (Thus there is no need to assume that no 
logarithmic singularity occurs; in fact with one logarithmic singularity we 
could assume g 2 1.) 
5.2. Lame equations. Let e,, e,, e3 be three distinct complex numbers, 
f(x) =4(x-e,)(x-e,)(x-e,), and let E denote the elliptic curve 
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y2 =f(x). We consider, for n, BE @ (n fixed and B variable), Lame’s 
differential operators 
L,,, =fD2 + (l/2) f ‘D - [n(n + 1)x + B] (D = d/dx). (52.1) 
We may regard L,,, as an operator on either the x-projective line P’(C) 
or on the elliptic curve E. On P’(C), L,, has 4 singular points e,, e2, e3, 
co with exponent differences + (l/2), f (l/2), & (l/2), f (n + l/2), while on 
4 L,, has only one singular point P,, x(P,) = co, with exponent 
difference f (2n + 1). 
Suppose that L,,, and Ln,B give the same projective monodromy 
representation of E’(P, }; then under the assumption that 4n # Z, we must 
choose 
PP, =,l&&= f(2n+ l), (5.2.2) 
so that formula (4.1.3) gives 
0 2 2, a contradiction. 
Thus, for n $ (l/4)2, B is uniquely determined by the projective 
monodromy representation of L,,, on E. 
If we consider the same question over P’(C), the condition becomes 
2n $ Z, since then we must take again 
pm=&= k(n+f), 
so that (4.1.3) gives 
422+3(2-l), a contradiction. 
(5.2.3) 
If n E (l/2) + Z, the existence of Brioschi solutions [2, Sect. 2; 9, Chap. IX, 
Sect. 373 gives examples of Lame operators Ln,+ L,R with B # B’ and 
same projective monodromy representation over P’(C). 
On the other hand if n E Z (we will assume with no restriction that n > 0) 
and if L,, has no solution which is a Lame function, the methods of [3] 
easily show that if Ln,B and LnT,B’, with n’a0, give the same projective 
monodromy representation over P’( C ), then n = n’. 
5.3 (Poincark [ 10, pp. 41 l-4183 ). Let L, L’ be differential equations on 
X= P’(C), with the same projective monodromy representation, and with 
pp = p’p (when chosen as in Theorem 4.1) for all P E X. Suppose 
for P E X1,2, pp = 2 (so that X,,2 consists of apparent 
singularities of L and L’ and these have 2 as exponent 
differences). (5.3.1) 
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Our formula then gives 
4 2 2(N, - N*), 
where N, is the cardinality of Xiop u Xi,, and N, is the number of apparent 
singularities of L (and of L’), i.e., the cardinality of X1,2. If now 
N,<N,-3, (5.3.2) 
i.e., L (and L’) are reduced in the sense of Poincart [lo], we get a 
contradiction and conclude that L = L’. 
In PoincarC’s treatment it is assumed that X= P’(C) but hypothesis 
(5.3.1) does not appear. It is assumed that L is given with the two proper- 
ties: 
pLp = 2 for all apparent singularities; (5.3.3.1) 
N, + N; f N, (mod 2) (where N; is the number 
of elements of X1,2 which are singularities but not 
apparent singularities). (5.3.3.2) 
It is asserted that there exists L’ in the same class (i.e., with the same 
projective monodromy representation) as L satisfying (5.3.3.1), (5.3.3.2), 
and 
N,<N,+N;-3 (5.3.4) 
and that this L’ is unique in the strong sense that uniqueness holds without 
the specification of the location (or the precise number) of the apparent 
singularities. We have been unable to fill in the gaps in Poincart’s proofs. 
For general X under some mild hypothesis on the representation pL, 
Ohtsuki [8] shows that L may be chosen such that 
N2<N1+N;-3+4g. (5.3.5) 
This partly confirms the existence part of Poincart’s assertion but even for 
N; = 0 does not confirm our hypothesis (5.3.1). 
In the case of g = 1 subject to (5.3.1) (so that N; = 0) and replacing 
(5.3.2) by 
N,<N,+l (5.3.6) 
our weak uniqueness of reduced equation remains valid. 
5.4. Logarithmic singularities. Let L and L’ have 4 logarithmic 
singularities on X= P’(C) and no other singular point; assume pp = & 
VPE A’. Then 
424.2, a contradiction. 
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5.5. Gauss contiguity. Let L (resp. L’) be the differential operator on 
X= P’(C) that annihilates *Fl(a, b; c; x) (resp. ,F,(a + 1, b; c; x)). It is 
known [9, Chap. IV] that the monodromy representations of L and L’ are 
the same. With the conventions of Theorem 4.1, we may take 
po=&= f(l-c) 
Pu,=PLk,+1 if (a-b)$(1/2)2 
,uU,=Ju-bl, j&,=la--b+ll if (a-b)E(1/2)2 
Pl=P;+l if (a+b-c)#(1/2)Z 
pI=(u+b-c), pL;=Il+u+b-cl if (u+b-c)E(1/2)Z. 
Therefore, in every case, formula (4.1.3) gives no contradiction. 
5.6. Hem equations [6]. Heun discussed the equivalence of two 
equations L and L’ with Riemann schemes 
( 0 1 uco 0 0 Oa; x l-y l-6 & /I 1 
and 
( -Y 01 -6 0 E+2 ucc 0 /I a; x, 
1 
respectively, subject to E + a + /3 = y + 6. Again, assuming for simplicity that 
a-8, y, 6, E are not in (l/2)2, we may take 
Po=Pub+ 1 
Pl=Nl+l 
/4l=dJ+2 
PCC =Pk* 
Here formula (4.1.3) gives 
42(2-1)+(2-1)+(2-2)+2, 
so the possibility of Heun’s equivalence is not disproven. 
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